We investigate a family of Dirichlet Laplacians on randomly dented or bulged strips in R 2 ; for this random quantum waveguide model, dense point spectrum with exponentially localized eigenfunctions near its uctuation boundary at the bottom of the spectrum and Lifshitz asymptotics of the integrated density of states are established. For this purpose, multi-scale analysis in the quite abstract form of SLN] is applied, and domain perturbations of the Laplacian are studied.
Introduction
The notion of \quantum waveguide" has been coined for the investigation of two or three dimensional motion of electrons in small channels, tubes or layers of crystalline matter of high purity; one should think of possibly several thin lms or lines of semiconductor materials deposited on a wafer of insulating substance by epitaxial techniques. Experiments with such mesoscopic structures, i. e. structures shapeable by an experimentalist, but open for quantum e ects, reveal a dependence of their conductivity properties on their form, on bendings or varying cross sections. For references, see the physical literature cited in DE]. On the other hand, from a purely mathematical point of view, a rigorous analysis of e ects of this kind appears attractive: the in uence of changes of the geometry of the semiconductor structures on the spectral properties of the model, which represent conductivity properties, is to be inquired into, an intuitively clear and challenging task.
The models to be considered for this purpose are usually constituted by (minus) the Laplacian operator with Dirichlet boundary conditions on a domain of R 2 or R 3 , for example a curved or bulged strip or tube or two parallel strips or layers coupled through a window BGRS, DE, ES, ESTV, EV]. Now, a common feature observed in all mentioned geometries is the occurrence of bound states with eigenvalues below the essential spectrum, which appear successively, if the originally straight strip or layer is slowly deformed respectively a window between two of them is opened in a nite region. However, up to now, serious deformations of the given region on its full length have not been investigated, although one might readily conjecture that a deformation in in nitely many places will cause in nitely many eigenvalues or dense point spectrum with exponentially localized eigenfunctions at the bottom of the spectrum. It is a major goal of the present article to establish this conjecture for almost all elements of a family of strips in R 2 bulged or dented randomly all over their (in nite) length. As a second point, we regard the coupling of quantum waveguide theory with the theory of random operators, which is necessary for achieving this aim, as a desirable extension of quantum waveguide theory, because our random model can be looked at as representing an epitaxial line of semiconducting material with an irregularly rough boundary. Thus, in the framework of quantum waveguide theory, we are naturally invited to the analysis of the spectral properties of such a model. 
D(!)
We x a probability measure on 0; d] with 0 2 supp 6 = f0g and introduce P = Z , a probability measure on . Consider H(!) = ? D(!) , the Laplacian on D(!) with Dirichlet boundary conditions, which is a self-adjoint operator in L 2 (D(!)). Ergodicity of the family (H(!)) !2 implies that the spectra and spectral parts are deterministic in the sense that they coincide on a set of full measure. The technical di culty that these operators act in di erent Hilbert-spaces can be overcome by pulling them back to L 2 (D max ) by a family of maps ! : D max ! D(!), proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 2 of section 3.
For further reference, let us record two assumptions which will be needed in the sequel: For the proof of Lifshitz asymptotics we need:
(M1) There exist a; > 0 such that 0; "] a " .
In our proof of localization (more precisely for the Wegner estimate) we use Roughly speaking the preceeding result says that the number of electrons per unit volume (which is given by the integrated density of states) decreases very rapidly, as the bottom energy is approached. In Theorem 4.3 below we show a little bit more. Namely, the upper estimate holds without the requirement that (M1) is satis ed. The number ? 1 2 appearing on the rhs of inequality (1.1) is the Lifshitz exponent. Usually such an exponent is of the form ? 2 , where is the dimension of the random medium in question. That ts perfectly well with our model, which is essentially one-dimensional (at least as far as the randomness is concerned). The next result contributes to one of the central topics in disordered systems, the occurence of pure point spectrum with exponentially decreasing eigenfunctions, usually called localization. According to the general philosophy this should happen near so-called uctuation boundaries. Our model has E 0 as uctuation boundary, and we can in fact prove: Theorem 1.2 Assume (M2). Then there exists > 0 such that P-a.s. the spectrum of H(!) is pure point in E 0 ; E 0 + ] with exponentially decreasing eigenfunctions.
By exponential decay of eigenfunctions we mean exponential decay in x 1 -direction as stated explicitly in Theorem 2.2.
Let us now brie y describe the organization of the paper and comment on the techniques we use. In Section 2 we outline multi-scale analysis, by which the proof of Theorem 1.2 is reduced to two basic inequalities: the Wegner estimate and the initial length scale estimate. We take advantage of the abstract multi-scale analysis presented in SLN], which is based on the variable energy method of von Dreifus and Klein vDK] . In Section 3 we provide the necessary prerequisites for the proofs of the Wegner and initial length scale estimates in form of a thorough study of domain perturbations. In particular, in the framework of analytic perturbation theory, estimates on derivatives of eigenvalues will be given. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of the initial length scale and Lifshitz tail estimates. There we combine a new technique from SLN] to deduce low probability for low lying eigenvalues from large deviation results with the results from Section 3: in particular, the derivative of the rst eigenvalue, calculated in the \Hadamard-Rayleigh formula", Proposition 3.2, will play an important role. The major technical step is contained in Proposition 4.1, which is the key to the upper estimate for the integrated density of states as well as for the initial length scale estimate. The Wegner estimate is deduced in Section 5, where we combine the technique from S] with estimates from Section 3 to prove \spreading of eigenvalues" for di erent !. In the last section we comment on some possible extensions and modi cations of the model presented here.
Outline of Multi-Scale Analysis
In this section we brie y present the variable energy multi-scale analysis, which can be used to prove localization for our random quantum wave guide model H(!). It is based on the method developed by von Dreifus and Klein vDK]. In the abstract form needed here it is taken from SLN].
Starting point is the observation that the nature of the spectrum of H(!) is determined by the behaviour of generalized eigenfunctions, which are polynomially bounded in x 1 -direction. (This can be seen by Hilbert-Schmidt estimates for sandwiched resolvent powers as in the case of Schr odinger operators; as details will appear in Kl] we will not work out them here.)
Assume that we can prove that for some xed energy interval I 0 = E 0 ; E 0 + ] with > 0 (E 0 is the bottom of the spectrum as de ned in the introduction) there is a subset 0 of full measure such that for all ! 2 0 and E 2 (H(!)) \ I 0 every generalized 5 eigenfunction u of H(!) is in L 2 . Then it readily follows that the spectrum of H(!) in I 0 is pure point. In principle, this is the strategy of the variable energy method. The necessary decay estimates for u will follow from exponential decay of the resolvents. To put this in precise terms, we introduce some notation. 
D (!)
We let inn := l 3 (i), out := l (i)n l?2 (i) and denote by inn , out the characteristic functions of inn R, out R or their restrictions to D(!). Thus, multiplication by inn and out localize to the \inner third" respectively a region \near the boundary" of D (!). (Notice that \inner" and \outer" only refer to the x 1 -direction.) The connection between decay estimates for resolvents and decay estimates for eigenfunctions is achieved in the following lemma:
Lemma 2.1 (eigenfunction decay inequality) There is a constant C = C(d max ; d min ) such that for every ! 2 and every generalized eigenfunction u of H(!) to E 2 E 0 ; E 0 + 1] we have k inn uk C k out R (E) inn k k out uk; 6 This is proven by standard commutator estimates and estimates for weak solutions of second order pde in the fashion of FK], Lemma 26, Lemma 27. By inequality (2.1) it is quite clear that exponential estimates for k out R (E) inn k can be turned into exponential estimates (in x 1 -direction) for generalized eigenfunctions. The workhorse result is the following Theorem, which follows from the more abstract and general results of SLN].
We denote by x the characteristic function of (x ? 1 2 ; x + 1 2 ) R. for every generalized eigenfunction u of H(!) to E.
Let us add a few words concerning the proof: in SLN], section 11, it is shown how to construct I 0 , a sequence (l k ) of rapidly increasing length scales and such that for all x; y 2 Zwith dist( l k (x); l k (y)) 2
Apart from the Wegner estimate and the initial length scale estimate one only needs to know some basic properties, which are obviously satis ed for H (!):
A Weyl type estimate for the number of eigenvalues below a xed energy; in our case, it can be calculated directly. The proof of our main result will thus be complete once we have established a Wegner estimate and an initial length scale estimate, i. e. veri ed assumptions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.2. This will be done in sections 3 and 4, after having treated some preparatory results concerning domain perturbations in the following section.
Domain Perturbations
In this section, the necessary domain perturbation theory is developed, quite in the spirit of H, GS, Re] and K], VII.x6. As this theory is not too widely known, we will give the proofs in some detail, yet adapted to the cases which we are interested in. According to perturbation theory, derivatives of eigenvalues with respect to t can be calculated as e E 0 n (t) = ( f f H 0 t u n;t ju n;t ) = ? 2
(1 ? t) 3 (@ 2 2 u n;t ju n;t ) = 2
(1 ? t) 3 k@ 2 u n;t k 2 ; if u n;t is chosen continuous and piecewise holomorphic in t and ful ls ku n;t k = 1 for real t. But where we used that @ 1 u = 0. 2
In the above proof the calculation was extraordinarily simple, as the domain is a rectangle, u is known explicitly and x 1 -independent. It is quite reasonable that the derivative should be a boundary integral in general, too, because the result should be independent of the choice of t as long as the boundary is transformed in the desired way. For a somewhat di erent context, this is stated in Re], p. 88, where, however, the tricky part of the calculation (a clever application of Stokes' theorem) is missing. This can be found in GS].
We will later on consider the situation, where p takes the form
The Hadamard-Rayleigh formula will then enable us to relate questions about the bottom eigenvalue to the mean 1
which is a particularly well studied object in probability theory. In this connection we will need an estimate for the error of the linear approximation to E 1 (t). As the title suggests, the purpose of this section is twofold: in Corollary 4.2 we give an initial length scale estimate, which is one of the main ingredients of the multi-scale analysis we outlined in Section 2. In Theorem 4.3 we prove that our model exhibits Lifshitz asymptotics of the integrated density of states. Both results are based essentially upon the following Proposition. Our strategy of proof follows the ideas of SLN] and is remarkably easy even in the case of Schr odinger operators with an Anderson potential (see KS, CL] for earlier results in this case). The other new, equally important point, which enters here, is the Hadamard-Rayleigh formula and the estimate on the remainder obtained in Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 above. t as the Laplacian with Neumann boundary conditions on the vertical part of the boundary and Dirichlet boundary conditions elsewhere. We write H t (!) for this operator and E 1 (!; t) for its bottom eigenvalue. By construction, E 1 (H N l (!)) E 1 (!; t)for all t 2 (0; 1). Now by Propositions 3.2 we see, that the rhs can not be too small for many !, as the derivative obeys Comparing the estimate in the preceding Proposition with the one required in (ii) of Theorem 2.2, we note the following: the exponent ?1 in the initial length scale estimate is bigger than ?2, so that we cannot apply the above inequality immediately. Moreover, we need an estimate concerning the Dirichlet Laplacian. To overcome this di culty, one can use the reasoning of KSS2], proof of Proposition 4.2. The idea is very simple: to get the estimate for large L, we divide the interval L into smaller intervals of length l with l ?2 = L ?1 and look at the operators H N l . As the rst eigenvalue of H L dominates the rst eigenvalue of the operators on the smaller boxes, the number of boxes behaves like (L=l) and the rst eigenvalue of the Dirichlet operator dominates the rst eigenvalue of the Neumann operator, we get the following result: Let us now proceed to determine the asymptotics of the integrated density of states for our model as the energy approaches E 0 . To begin with, let us recall the relevant notions. By N(H; t) = #fn; E n (H) tg we denote the spectral counting function for a given semibounded operator H with compact resolvent. holds P-a.s. This means that N(t) gives the number of energy levels per unit volume for the operator H(! 
Recall that H (!) was de ned as the
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In this way, we could smoothen the boundary of D(!): - 
D(!)
In order to obtain a 3-or n-dimensional model, one could rotate D(!) about the x 1 -axis resp. substitute (n ? 1)-spheres with radii d i (!) around (i; 0; : : :; 0) in R n for the points (i; d i (!)) and join them. However, the model obtained in this way is still essentially one-dimensional.
To obtain a 3-dimensional model in the form of a thin layer, one could use a triangulation of R 2 by equilateral triangles, prescribe the height of the layer at the vertices v i of the triangulation by d v i (!) and ll in the surface of the layer with at triangles, whose vertices are the (v i ; d v i (!)).
It is possible to choose slightly di erent probability measures i for i 2 Z, according to which the d i (!) are picked.
